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MPMS3 .rw.dat file format 

This Application Note describes the format of the MPMS3 .rw.dat (i.e. ‘raw’) files generated 

during a DC scan.  Harvesting data, in particular the processed voltages, from this file is necessary 

when performing manual background subtractions. 

When viewing the .rw.dat file in MultiVu the following pre-formatted window, shown below in 

Fig. 1, will open: 

 

Figure 1. A .rw.dat file as viewed in MultiVu. 

Each DC scan performed by the MPMS3 actually consists of two Raw Voltage scans, one where 

the transport moves DOWN→UP and the other when the transport moves UP→DOWN.  From 

these two raw scans the drift, which is assumed to be linear over the course of the scan, is calculated 

and subsequently subtracted to create the Processed Voltage data, which has also been vertically 

shifted to center the waveform around V=0. Finally, the Processed Voltage is fit assuming both a 

free and fixed sample center producing the Free C Fitted (green) and Fixed C Fitted data (blue).   

Note, the data shown in Fig. 1 is a brass sample holder with quartz braces measured at 7 T and 

therefore presents a relatively large background signal that cannot be well-fit assuming a simple 

well-localized dipole moment.  These types of waveforms must first be subtracted from sample 

measurements such that the data can be properly fit to calculate the magnetic moment, as described 

in Application Note 1500-023. 

Upon opening the .rw.dat file in, e.g. Notepad, one will see what follows in Fig. 2 below. 
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 Figure 2. A .rw.dat file as viewed in Notepad. 

 

The data file begins with a general header [Header] containing the indicated information relevant 

to the measurement as a whole.  The data recorded during the DOWN→UP and then UP→DOWN 

DC scans is then saved after the primary [Data] header.  Additionally, between each DOWN→UP 

and UP→DOWN scan is a header specific to the following scan and referred to as the Scan Header 

in this document.  The Scan Header contains the following information: 

low temp [K]: The lowest temperature recorded during the combined DC scan 

high temp [K]: The highest temperature recorded during the combined DC scan 

avg. temp [K]: The average temperature recorded during the combined DC scan 

low field [Oe]: The lowest magnetic field recorded during the combined DC scan 

high field [Oe]: The highest magnetic field recorded during the combined DC scan 

drift [V/s]: The amount of drift between the DOWN→UP and UP→DOWN scans 

slope [V/mm]: The linear slope between the DOWN→UP and UP→DOWN scans 

squid range: The SQUID range [1, 10, 100, or 1000] used during the combined DC scan 

*Note, early versions of MultiVu erroneously defaulted the range to a fixed value of 1000. This 

issue has been resolved in the latest version of MultiVu (2.3.4.15 or later). 

given center [mm]: The center position as set during the sample installation wizard 

calculated center [mm]: The calculated center position from the Free C Fitted data 

amp fixed [V]: The amplitude of the Fixed C Fitted data 

amp free [V]: The amplitude of the Free C Fitted data 
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The DOWN→UP and UP→DOWN scans are separated by the same Scan Header, as shown in 

Fig. 3. 

 

Figure 3. A .rw.dat file as viewed in Notepad indicating the transition between the DOWN→UP 

and UP→DOWN scans. 

After the completion of the raw DOWN→UP and UP→DOWN scans the Fixed C Fitted and Free 

C Fitted data is recorded, as shown below in Fig. 4. 

 

Figure 4. A .rw.dat file as viewed in Notepad indicating the transition between the 

raw/processed data and the fixed and free center fits. 

Finally, a Scan Header is used to then delineate the transition to a new combined DC scan, as 

shown below in Fig. 5.  

 

Figure 5. A .rw.dat file as viewed in Notepad indicating the transition between the raw data 

recorded for two different magnetic fields 

For questions contact apps@qdusa.com.  
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